Studies on the influence of light on respiration have yielded different results with different organisms. In some instances results were interpreted as evidence for light stimulation of respiration (3, 4, 5, 6) , in other cases for photoinhibition (8, 13) , and in still other examples for a negligible effect (1) . With a given species simultaneous measurements of respiratory and photosynthetic 02 metabolism have shown that the influence of light on respiratory processes varied with experimental conditions (3, 4 
Studies on the influence of light on respiration have yielded different results with different organisms. In some instances results were interpreted as evidence for light stimulation of respiration (3, 4, 5, 6) , in other cases for photoinhibition (8, 13) , and in still other examples for a negligible effect (1) . With a given species simultaneous measurements of respiratory and photosynthetic 02 metabolism have shown that the influence of light on respiratory processes varied with experimental conditions (3, 4) . The fact that conditions have not always been strictly comparable in different investigations probably accounts for some contradictory results.
In the preceding paper, which also dealt with the problem of accounting for manifold influences of light -or photosynthetic nietabolism-on respiratorv processes, a very simple model was proposed (figure 1, page 226. In that model photosynthesis is considered as an oxidation-reduction reaction yielding oxidant and reductant at equal rates. The oxidant is the precursor of molecular 02; the reductant serves ultimately to reduce C02. It is assumed that the reductant, but not the oxidant, may react also with components of the respiratory mechanism. Such interaction couldl result in either an increased 02 consumption rate, a decreased C02 production rate, or both. Interaction of some of the reductant with respiratory intermediates would result in diversion of this amount of reductant from its photosynthetic role of C02 assimilation.
The photosynthetic-respiratory interactions proposed in the model have several specific consequences which should be experimentally observable. The respiratory quotient ( + C02/-02) Would (9) and by Weis (14) and dark metabolism was studied by Reazin (11) . The ability of this flagellate to carry out photoreduction was investigated by Vishniac and Reazin (12) . An investigation of the effect of culture conditions on the development of enzymes required for C02 reduction was carried out by Reazin 0.02 AI phosphate buffer (pH 5.5) and either used directly or starved prior to measurements of gas exchange. Starvation was carried out in the dark at 230 C, sterility being maintained throughout the starvation period.
All experiments were carried out in a rectangular reaction flask attached to the gas inlet system of a mass spectrometer. The bath in which the flask was immersed was at 280 C. The adaptation of the mass spectrometer for use in such experiments has been described (1) and the spectrometer leak housing to which the vessel was attached has been illustrated (8) .
Light was supplied from a 250-watt tungsten filament projector lamp through appropriate columnating lenses and was introduced into the constant temperature bath to illuminate the reaction flask as described previously (2) . Red light was obtained by placing a glass filter (Corning no. 2403) in the bath between the light source and the reaction flask.
In those experiments in which data on metabolic exchanges of C02 were sought, C02 enriched with respect to mass 45 (C'302) was used. The isotopic 02 was enriched with mass 34 (0608).
Dry weight was used as a measure of cell material.
To calculate rate of gas exchange in tracer experiments it was necessary to correct for diffusion lag across the liquid-gas interface. The reason for this correction and the manner of making it was explained in the preceding paper (4) .
At the beginning of an experiment the experimental suspension with appropriate addenda was pipetted into the reaction flask and the latter, attached to the mass spectrometer gas inlet assembly, was placed on a shaking device in the constant temperature bath. Isotopically enriched C02 and 02 were introduced into the gas phase which was primarily He. Data were recorded continuously on the several isotopic forms of the metabolic gases. Computations of production and consumption rates of 02 and C02 were made from results such as those of figure 1. In general the experimental procedures and methods of handling the data were essentially the same as have been described previously (4) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The metabolic relationships of interest are the effects on rates of C02 production and 02 consumption With respect to C02 production, both starved and unstarved cells were observed to be light sensitive. A significant reduction in rate of respiratory output of C02 was induced by light in both cases. The 1st line in table II and figure 2 furnish examples of these effects. These data and all data to follow were taken from experiments in which both tagged 02 and tagged C02 were used and thus represent total rather than merely net rates.
We may think of respiration in terms of a flow of "substrate electrons" toward 02. Starvation may be considered to deplete the supply of endogenous respiratory substrate thus reducing the rate of electron transport. Should photosynthetic reductant compete with substrate electrons, such competition would be observed as a light induced deficit in the rate of C02 evolution. This evidence of competition was found with both starved and unstarved cells (table II) . If, on the other hand, photosynthetic reductant only results in an increased rate of electron transport to 02, no effect on C02 production would be expected; only the rate of 02 utilization would be enhanced. This latter effect was observed with starved cells in which the electron transport system presumably was not functioning at maximal capacity. Since, with unstarved cells, a light induced change in 02 consumption was not observed, it may be suggested that the electron transport system already was operating at full capacity in the dark; addition of further reductant (of photochemical origin) could not produce an increase pro- LIGHT INTENSITY: Using starved cells, since photo-effects on respiration were found to be optimal in them, the production and consumption rates of 02 and C02 were studied over a light intensity range from darkness to light saturation (fig 3) . Production of 02 and uptake of C02 proceeded more or less linearly with light intensity below saturation. Respiratory C02 production was affected at even the lowest light intensities and an inhibition in the neighborhood of 30 to 50 % was established even at a light intensity approximating 02 compensation. Above this relatively low light intensity no further reduction of C02 evolution occurred.
A very different pattern was found for 02 consumption. At light intensities up to about compensation for 02, light failed to exert a marked effect. Above that compensation point, an increasing photostimulation of 02 uptake rate was observedl. This acceleration approached 100 % at light saturation and was then about equivalent to the maximal stimulation of 02 uptake rate which was observed when glucose was supplied to starved cells.
Over the entire range of light intensities the photosynthetic quotient was somewhat above unity although excess of 02 production over C02 consumption became more pronounced only at the higher intensities. That even slight photosynthetic activity depressed the C02 evolution rate implies that light generated reductant can compete very favorably witlh substrate electrons, maintaining nearly the same overall rate of 02 reduction with photochemical redluctant in lieu of substrate electrons. A maximal (ca. 50 %) photoinhibition of C02 production was achieved by rather little light and was not increased by several-fold further increase of intensity. This suggests a dual source of respiratory C02. Such behavior would be expected of a system having 2 mechanisms for C02 evolution with approximately equal functioning capacity, if one is directly accessible to a depressing influence of photosynthetic reactions and the other is not. Respiratory C02 production by 2 chemically distinct pathways may be involved. Alternatively intra-and extra-chloroplastic systeimis of C02 evolutions may operate in Ochromonas.
The fact that light of low intensity had little effect on the 02 consumption rate yet, at higher intensity, considerable stimulation occurred can be interpreted as evidence for 2 types of interaction between the photosynthetic reductant and the respiratory process. For the light generated reductant to affect the rate of 02 consumption it must react, if not with 02 directly (which was considered improbable), then with a member of the coenzyme-carriers-oxidase system at some point beyond (on the way toward 02) the rate limiting reaction step in the overall redox sequence (b in the example below, where components of the electron transport system are referred to only by symbols since they remain unidentified in Ochromonas. Photosynthetic reductant is represented by [H] If photosynthetic reductant competes with the transport of substrate electrons at reaction a, depression of C02 evolution would occur without the rate of 02 uptake being enhanced, because the point of competition is below the rate limiting step. This is characteristic of the effects observed at low light intensity where the predominating influence is on C02 production. If photosynthetic reductant competes with substrate electrons at some point beyond b, the later stages of the transport sequence could react still more rapidly and an increased rate of 02 uptake would result. This is characteristic of the effects observed at the higher light intensities.
The above suggestion provides a unified explanation for 2 apparently diverse effects of light on Ochromonas respiration. At 
